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Abstract – An application of the University on Textbooks
(UoT) system to a web-based platform for supporting organic
growth of an knowledge network related to sustainability
science is described. The UoT system, which aims to help
university students learn about cutting-edge research at their
university through the medium of textbooks, uses a
description logics reasoner to generate semantic links
between ontology-based descriptors of topics in textbooks
and of research articles. Those semantic links enable students
to navigate between well-structured introductory materials
provided by textbooks and advanced research on specific
topics presented in research articles. The new UoT system
maps sections from the book “Vision 2050: A Roadmap for a
Sustainable Earth” to research articles and web pages of
researchers at the University of Tokyo studying issues related
to sustainability, energy and materials. The system is
described, and implications for supporting education in
highly multidisciplinary subjects such as sustainability
science are discussed.
Keywords: Expert knowledge, knowledge network, logical
inference, semantic matching, undergraduate education,
sustainability science
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Introduction

Research universities are mandated to both 1) provide
world-class undergraduate education and 2) advance worldclass research. In theory these two tasks could work together,
e.g. by effectively communicating knowledge produced
through university research to students via the education
system. However, in reality effective communication between
researchers and students is rare, mainly because of the way in
which researchers publish their knowledge in research
articles. We identify three major obstacles preventing
undergraduate students from accessing advanced research at
their universities. First, undergraduate students do not know
how to search for research articles in the literature [17].
Second, undergraduate students do not have the background
knowledge needed to read and understand research articles
[36]. Third, undergraduate students do not have sufficient

knowledge breadth to understand how knowledge in a single
research article connects with the overall knowledge in the
field [30].
In order to overcome these obstacles, the research
articles need to be arranged or “structured” in some way so
that undergraduate students can easily access and learn about
them within the context of their normal educational activities.
We suggest that textbooks could be used to provide this
structure. Textbooks are comprehensive overviews of specific
fields in a well-structured form, which make textbooks wellsuited as platforms from which students can explore research
articles and other knowledge resources. The structure that is
provided by textbooks, which enables students and teachers
to share a broad common understanding of a field of science,
is a consequence of the relatively slower rate in which the
content of textbooks are updated in comparison to the
research literature. We suggest that by using semantic
matching techniques to position research articles in the
knowledge structure provided by the textbooks, those articles
could be made more accessible to students. In this sense, the
textbook is like a slowly growing tree upon whose branches
researchers hang their new research findings.
As an implementation of this idea, the University on
Textbooks system has been developed that links research
articles to a textbook in the domain of life sciences.
Descriptions in a formal knowledge representation language
grounded in a description logic, which we call semantic
statements, were created for 100 passages from a life sciences
textbook used by second-year undergraduates at the
University of Tokyo and for 400 research articles in life
sciences authored by researchers at the University of Tokyo
[26]. The University on Textbook system is comprised of a
web-accessible textbook browser, which we call the UoT
textbook browser, and a web-based semantic statement
editing and matching system called EKOSS for Expert
Knowledge Ontology-based Semantic Search. The UoT
textbook browser, which is directly accessible by a web
browser with no need for plug-ins or any other software
installation, provides a paginated and customizable layout
showing the text and figures from the textbook. Pagination

and layout control is believed to be important for making
textbooks easy to read on a web browser [4], [45]. The UoT
textbook browser and the EKOSS system are connected via a
set of web services that pass information about which
researchers have written research articles that are
semantically related to passages from the textbook, as soon
as that information is updated.
Here we describe a new University on Textbooks system
that we have developed, which uses the book “Vision 2050:
A Roadmap for a Sustainable Earth” to provide a foundation
for accessing advanced research related to sustainability
science. The contents of the book have been adapted to the
textbook browser, and we have created semantic statements
to describe about 70 specific passages from the book varying
in length from one sentence to a few paragraphs. Using a
semantic matching algorithm developed in previous work,
we evaluate the semantic similarity between each textbook
statement and about 200 semantic statements that we created
based on research articles and web pages written by
researchers at the University of Tokyo to report research
work related to the topics of sustainability, energy and
materials. We describe the system and discuss the
effectiveness for supporting undergraduate education in the
highly multidisciplinary field of sustainability science.
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Background and Related Research

Most recent work in e-learning and web-based
education is focused on “stand-alone” modules of interactive
learning material. These e-learning modules can be helpful
supplementary teaching tools; however, they do not have
sufficient structure and connection to provide students with a
comprehensive learning environment. Even highly structured
web resources, such as Wikipedia, lack the clarity and
integrity that is needed in an undergraduate course.
Textbooks, on the other hand, contain knowledge of the
target domain that has been carefully structured, often
through many revisions [1], making them suitable media for
introducing the basic concepts and tools in specific academic
fields to students who have very little background knowledge.
Moreover, textbooks, particularly those that have been
around for awhile, are often used as references by practicing
researchers and teachers, e.g. to recall previously learned but
partially forgotten knowledge.
The use of books as a framework for organizing
knowledge resources in a particular field is certainly not a
new idea [43], [33]. Many publishers provide web-accessible
supplemental content for textbooks, such as problem sets,
graphics, simple software applications, multimedia materials,
and even web-accessible textbook readers giving free or
prepaid access to the actual textbook (e.g. [40]). With webbased textbook readers, this supplemental content can be
provided to readers “on the fly” [10], [4]. And books on the
web can also support movies, animations, three dimensional

graphics, and interactive learning applications [31], [32],
[30].
The problem of how to map resources to specific
sections of a textbook is more difficult. Some researchers
have tried to map parts of a textbook to research articles or
even other parts of the same textbook using glossary terms
[4], [43]. However, the accuracy is limited by the ability of
computer to match the glossary terms to the research articles,
which is usually done in a typical “bag-of-words” fashion.
Although other researchers have tried to use natural
language processing to extract relationships between glossary
terms [13], semantically rich relationships cannot be
extracted reliably due to ambiguities of natural language.
The task of effectively matching knowledge resources
has received considerable attention recently [24], [38], [12],
[46]. Matching techniques can be differentiated into
automatic approaches and manual approaches. Automatic
approaches include semantic methods from simple keyword
indexing to more sophisticated natural language
understanding, and statistical methods, e.g. the use of
collaborative filtering or inverse document term frequency
measures. Manual approaches involve a human in the
matching process, often to provide some form of computerinterpretable descriptors, which range from simple lists of
keywords to descriptive statements in some formalized
knowledge representation knowledge [35]. The computerinterpretable descriptors can then used by some
computational algorithm for matching, as well as for
classifying resources and extracting information of potential
interest [18]. Semi-automatic methods that use automatic
natural language processing techniques to facilitate manual
creation of computer-interpretable descriptors have been
proposed [20].
We further contrast different type of manual approaches
1) by the form of the descriptors created to represent the
knowledge resources and 2) by the person who creates those
descriptors. Most existing approaches utilizing descriptors
that are more sophisticated than simple tag lists depend on
expert knowledge curators to create those descriptors.
However, it has been suggested that currently available web
technologies could be used to "wrap" computer-interpretable
knowledge representation languages with intuitive userfriendly authoring tools [11]. The ontologies that have
emerged in the context of the Semantic Web could be used as
formal knowledge representation languages for humans to
author descriptors that enable computers to act as more
effective and “intelligent” matchmakers for exchanging and
integrating different forms of scientific knowledge [6], [44],
[41], [29], [2], [15]. This could enable the original
knowledge creators to author their own computerinterpretable descriptors in a reliable and semantically rich
manner. And if computer interpretable descriptors of
knowledge resources were provided by the original human

creators, then it should be possible to achieve a more
effective and accurate forms of computer-aided knowledge
sharing [19], [42], [7], [14], [37], [3], [8], [9]. Engaging the
entire research community in the creation of computerunderstandable descriptors is a scalable solution to the
problem of curating all of the research articles related to a
particular knowledge domain such as sustainability science
[5], [16], [11]. To make this kind of “crowd sourcing”
happen, researchers would have to be provided with some
form of incentive for creating their own computerunderstandable descriptors, perhaps by making their creation
a part of the process of submitting research articles or grant
proposals.
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Methods

The basic concept of connecting students to researchers
at their university via textbooks is shown in figure 1.
Semantic statements are created both for passages from the
textbook and for research articles and other shared resources
created by researchers to express their expert knowledge. The
EKOSS semantic matching algorithm is then used to create
semantic links between the textbook statements and the
researcher statements, as shown by black curved arrows
(figure 1). The links can be traversed in either direction,
enabling a person reading a research article that has been
linked to a textbook to refer to basic knowledge in the
textbook related to the topics mentioned in the article.
For our application of the University on Textbook
system to the domain of sustainability science, we have

chosen the textbook “Vision 2050: A Roadmap for a
Sustainable Earth” [23]. We selected this textbook in part
because it is freely accessible from SpringerLink and in part
because it covers many of the topics of research that are the
focus of researchers at the University of Tokyo. The book,
which is written in English, has 162 pages, 8 chapters, and
33 black and white figures. We created semantic statements
for about 70 passages from the book ranging from one
sentence to several paragraphs in length. We then
determined the semantic similarity between those semantic
statements and about 200 semantic statements describing
research articles and web pages by researchers studying
issues related to sustainability science. We calculated the
similarities by using a semantic matching algorithm and
scoring system developed in previous work, which utilizes
logic and rule based inference together with inverse term and
document frequencies [22].

Figure 1: Bridging the knowledge gap between
undergraduate students and university researchers by using
ontologies to link textbooks and research articles

Figure 2: A view of the UoT Textbook Browser with a large font size selected showing the passage from chapter 1 of “Vision
2050”. Terms in blue font are keywords that have been mapped to classes from the ontology. The light green background
indicates that the passage has an associated semantic statement.
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Results

The University on Textbook system uses a web-based
multi-column paginating textbook browser, which we call the
UoT Textbook Browser, to provide the user interface for
reading the selected textbook and accessing researchers via
the semantic links. The text flow control, search features,
and popup information windows are all implemented using
Javascript, so that the UoT Textbook Browser can function
on standard web browsers. Examples of the basic UoT
Textbook Browser views are shown in figures 2 and 3.
The UoT textbook browser supports layout arrangement,
text justification and hyphenation, handling of dangling
punctuations, and a pop-up window management system for

showing information on ontology classes and researchers that
are obtained via web services provided by the EKOSS system.
The EKOSS system provides two main web services for
giving information on classes and researchers to the UoT
textbook browser. The first web service provides information
about a class from the ontology, including a short definition
of the class, the number of times the class has been used in
the semantic statements handled by the EKOSS system, the
number of researchers using that class, the number of
research articles in which instances of that class appear, and
contact and affiliation information for each researcher who is
an author of one of the research articles. The last type of
information is helpful for assisting undergraduate students in
finding thesis advisors or graduate school laboratories to
which to apply. An example is shown in figure 4.

Figure 3: A view of the UoT Textbook Browser with a small font size selected. The textbook browser automatically repaginates
to multiple columns and repositions figures.

Figure 4: Popup window showing information provided by the first EKOSS web service in response to a query for a class from
the ontology. A short definition and usage statistics of the class are given, followed by a list of researchers using the class or a
subclass in their research articles. The researcher information includes links to a researcher information page giving contact
information and lists of semantic statements, the EKOSS ontology class browser, and the actual semantic statement for the
research article.

Figure 5: View of the UoT Textbook Browser showing the popup window containing information in three tags that is provided
by the second EKOSS web service for a semantic statement describing the highlighted passage in the textbook. The tab that is
shown lists the researchers who have written research articles whose semantic statements are semantically similar to the
textbook statement. Each researcher description includes links to 1) a researcher information page giving contact information
and lists of semantic statements, 2) the matching research article, and 3) the research article’s semantic statement. The
“subject verb object” triples from the research article statement that matched with the textbook statement are rendered in
natural language.

The second EKOSS web service, shown in figure 5,
provides information and semantically linked research
articles for a passage from the textbook, for which a semantic
statement has been created. The information includes an
image file of the graph representation of the semantic
statement and a formatted natural language representation
generated by the EKOSS NLG algorithm [25]. The
semantically linked articles are those that have semantic
statements with sufficient semantic similarity to the textbook
semantic statement, as calculated by the EKOSS semantic
matching algorithm. The results of the semantic matching
(the tab that is currently shown in figure 5) are given as a list
of researchers who have authored one of the matched
semantic statements. For each matching researcher, the web
service provides affiliation information, the name and link of
the matching research article and its semantic statement, and
a rendering in natural language of the “subject verb object”
triples from the semantic statement that were found to match
with the textbook statement.
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Discussion

There are a number of possible applications of the
University on Textbook system in undergraduate education.
The driving application for us has been to help second year
undergraduate students decide which department they would

like to join, to help third year students decide with which
specific research professors they would like to do their
undergraduate thesis work, and to help fourth year students
select laboratories in which they would like to do their
graduate study. For that reason, we have focused on
providing information that enables students to access the
research faculty at the university who have written research
articles mapped to a particular passage from the textbook.
However, because the UoT textbook browser is implemented
in standard Javascript, it is possible to extend its
functionality by integrating different multi-media, semantic
web and web 2.0 technologies. For example, support could be
added for multimedia such as animated movies, 3D images,
and interactive “game” applications (e.g. [34]). Also, because
it is possible to annotate text and use hyperlinks freely, social
network system technologies could be used to provide
interactive and user-customization features such as
annotation, bookmarking, and “just in time teaching”
mechanisms, e.g. to provide a feedback mechanism for the
students to post questions or comments [30].
This linking of “person to person” is also in line with
the underlying goal of the University on Textbook project
that we touched on in the introduction, which is to motivate
researchers to create their own semantic statements
describing their research. The notion is that although

research faculty at universities are eager to attract students to
their laboratories, they are often overwhelmed by researchoriented tasks and do not have time to communicate with the
undergraduate students directly. The University on Textbook
system enables those faculty members to use their regular
research publications as advertising material to the
undergraduate student population for the (ideally small)
added cost of creating a semantic statement. The semantic
statement could then be used in other “intelligent” computer
services, such as semantic search [28], knowledge mining
[27], natural language generation [25], recommender
systems [21] and matching with peer reviewers.
In future work, we will attempt to increase the number
of semantic statements describing research articles to link
with the University on Textbook system. A critical part of
this work is the development of authoring tools that utilize
natural language processing techniques to help researchers to
create semantic statements describing their research
publications easily and accurately. We also plan to add
additional textbooks to the University on Textbook system
from life sciences, sustainability science, and other domains
of science. Finally, we are planning a study to evaluate the
effectiveness of the system in helping students at the
University of Tokyo identify research faculty with whom they
would like to do their undergraduate thesis and graduate
research work.
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